Due Monday: Refine your thesis/theme statement and turn in the following one-page presentation:
a) With your thesis/theme as the title (do NOT include the word ‘thesis’ or ‘theme’)
b) And a color image from your two (or more?) main movies – preferably the movie poster.
example:

A hard copy is due at the start of class Monday 1/8. If you cannot print in color, email me the assignment before
class starts.
Due Tuesday: Your Independent Study Bibliography. This should contain two sections.
a) One section is the annotated bibliography. This is the list of all sources used in researching your topic (sans
films). In the alphabetical list, include the full MLA citation followed by a comment on the relevance of
the source. This is similar to the OPVL you may have done last year (mostly the P & V… but look up
more on how-to if you have not had experience annotating sources).
example entry:

b) The other section will be a list of the films you referenced or used in your research. This is also an
alphabetical list using full MLA citations (it just does not need to be annotated).

Due Wednesday: Come prepared to orally explain what your Independent Study script is about – giving
your thesis/theme and then detailing how you go about providing evidence.
Beforehand, you may want to work on writing your rationale as this is what you’ll be working on in class Wednesday.

Reminder, what the rationale is and should do:
From the IB Subject Report:

“The best candidates framed a clear rationale that set the scope and depth of the argument which was clearly
developed from that basis.”; “…a rationale is meant to frame and signpost an argument, not provide a
summary.”
“Rationales are often a poorly understood and executed aspect of the independent study. It is essential that
candidates get their rationales "right" in context of framing the spine and direction of the argument in the script.
It is very rare to find a great script that has a poor rationale. The names of films are on the coversheet and do
not need to be repeated in the rationale which is only supposed to be 100 words. Therefore every word should
be meaningful in posing and clarifying the argument. A good rationale is one that is anchored in cinema history
or theory, is expressed in film language and is clear and achievable.”
And examples (you can find many more online):

Due Friday: Your final Independent Study. 100 word rationale, 8-10 page script, & annotated list of
sources. More specifics on how to turn in on Wednesday (1/10).

